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This study sought to understand the relationship between team payroll and 
performance, focusing on Major League Baseball (MLB) due to the sport not 
having a salary capacity
• This is crucial consideration for any financial manager or owner of the 

team when deciding contract management and budgeting and seeks to 
answer the question: How effective is the pay to play strategy? 
• There is a preconceived notion that more money translates to more 

wins
• This study analyzes the batting and pitching statistics to predict the 

payroll for the team, showing if they are under or overpaying for the on-
field performance they are receiving

• During the regular season, there was a positive and statistically 
significant relationship between the two variables. Higher payroll 
spending is associated with an increase in regular season winning 
percentage (Shorin, 2017) 

• Unequal distribution of salaries resulted from “star” players receiving 
significant portion of the payroll may discourage other players to put in 
effort – ultimately undermining the overall team performance (Lu et al., 
2018)

• A rise in team payrolls increases the team’s winning percentage, but only 
to a certain extent before decreasing winning percentage. The study also 
looked at the effect of winning percentage from increasing Pitcher and 
Hitter Salaries; increase in pitcher salary was more beneficial than 
increasing hitter salary (Lu et al., 2018)

• Analysis of batting, pitching, and playoff stats for all 30 MLB teams for 10 
seasons (2013-2023, excluding shortened 2020 season)

• Data gathered from Baseball Reference
• Hierarchical linear regression model made utilizing the three groups:

• Batting stats (Batter age, HR, R, OPS+)
• Pitching stats (Pitcher age, SO9, WP, ERA+)
• Playoffs appearance (whether the team made the playoffs)

• Utilizing team payroll as dependent variable in model
• Second and final model run utilizing only significant variables

RESULTS

• Our model predicts that 44.5% of the variance in team payroll is 
explained by average batter age, number of homeruns, average 
pitcher age, strikeouts over nine innings, and number of wild pitches

• Payroll increases by $239,871 with every homerun and decreases by 
$373,6934 with every wild pitch

• Performance Factors: High home run totals (HR), high number of 
strikeouts (SO9), and less wild pitches (WP) further contribute to 
increased team payrolls

• Team Strategies: "Undervalued" teams could benefit from targeted 
veteran acquisitions to boost experience and potential performance. 
"Overvalued" teams may need to re-evaluate player contracts and 
consider different talent acquisition approaches

• World Series Won:
• Underpaying Teams:  4
• Overpaying Teams:  6

• MLB Implications: The strong link between team age and payroll 
warrants further analysis by the league. Understanding this 
dynamic can help MLB promote competitive balance and 
financial fairness across teams

• Since the postseason was recently expanded, the Playoffs 
predictor may become more significant in the future

• Playoff Series Wins Averages:
• Underpaying Teams:  3.3
• Overpaying Teams:  3.6
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